




















This# paper# aims# to# give# a# general# presentation# of# the# Historical! Dictionary! of! Modern! Greek#













El# propósito# principal# de# este# artículo# es# ofrecer# una# presentación# general# del# “Diccionario#
Histórico#del#Griego#Moderno”#(ILNE):#sus#objetivos,#su#historia#y#sus#innovaciones#recientes,#dedicando#
una# especial# atención# a# los# problemas# específicos# derivados# de# la# actualización# de# su# corpus# y# de# la#
metodología.#Se#hace#hincapié#en#la#cuestión#de#la#lengua#de#origen,#la#cual,#a#diferencia#de#la#mayoría#
de# proyectos# internacionales# de# diccionarios# históricos,# no# sólo# es# la# lengua# estándar#moderna,# sino#



















such# works:# historical# perspective,# detailed# coverage,# full# etymological# treatment,#
variant# forms#and# their#distribution,# rich#documentation#with#examples# from#spoken#
language# and# from# the# literary# canon,# folklore# information# (folksongs,# proverbs,#
curses),#use#of#words#as#proper#names#and#place0names,#bibliography,#etc.#The#time0
span# covered#by# the# ILNE# is# 18000today,#with# a# retrospective#examination#up# to# the#
first# appearance# of# meanings# and# forms.1#Despite# the# recent# growth# of# interest# in#
historical# lexicography,# the# ILNE# is# never# discussed# in# recent# major# works# offering#
overviews# of# international# historical# lexicographical# practice# (e.g.# Merkin# 1983,#
Considine#2010).#The#aim#of#this#paper#is#to#fill#this#gap,#adding#an#interesting#example#
to#the#metalexicographic#discussion#on#historical#and#dialectal#dictionaries.#




from# antiquity# until# modern# times,# which# would# be# “historical”# because# it# would#
provide#information#on#the#history#of#words,#i.e.#their#phonological,#morphological#and#
                                                
1#For# the# features# of# a# typical# historical# dictionary# see# Reichmann# (1990,# 2012);# according# to# his#















19th# century# nationalism# and# romanticism,3#was# of# course# unachievable# with# the#
means#available#at# the# time.#Thus,# the#scope#of# the#dictionary#was#soon#revised#and#
reduced#to#the#spoken#Modern#Greek#language,#“both#the#commonly#spoken#language#













As# pointed# out# above,# the# ILNE# constitutes# in# most# respects# a# historical#
dictionary:# it# is# a# grand0scale# and# long0term#multi0volume# enterprise,#which# aims# to#
document#the#national#language#in#all#its#detail#and#in#its#diachronic#dimension.#In#this#
respect,#it#resembles#projects#like#the#DWB,#the#OED#or#the#WNT.#In#one#major#respect,#
however,# the# ILNE# differs# from# such# enterprises:# it# aims# to# include# not# only# the#
standard# national# language,# but# also# the# dialects. 5 #This# objective# multiplies#
                                                
3#For# the# patriotic# and# romantic# perspective# of# 19th# c.# historical# lexicography,# of#which# the# ILNE# is# a#
typical#instance,#see#Reichmann#(2007),#Considine#(1998)#and#especially#Reichmann#(2012:#ch.#A.5).#
4#See# ILNE0MR# (2012)# and# the# special# issue# of# the# the# periodical# Lexicographicon! Deltion# 26# (2012),#
which#contains#several#metalexicographical#studies#discussing#various#aspects#of#the#new#MR.#
5#Given# the# “national”# perspective# of# the# major# historical# lexicographic# enterprises,# the# absence# of#
dialectal#material#is#not#surprising.#However,#the#recent#tendency#in#historical#lexicography#is#to#include#









At# the# time#of# the#Dictionary’s# inception,# the#Greek# language#was# in#a# state#of#
diglossia;#it#was#in#fact#the#paradigm#case#of#diglossia,#considering#standard#references#
to# the# subject# such# as# Ferguson# (1959).6#This# means# that# the# “national# language”#
during#the#19th#and#most#of#the#20th#century#was#a#high#register,#learned#and#archaic,#
and# to# a# certain# extent# “artificial”,# language# at# all# levels# of# analysis:# phonology,#
morphology,# syntax# and# vocabulary.# The# very# conservative# orthography# of# Modern#




# AG# MG0puristic# MG0vernacular#
‘king’# βασιλεύς! βασιλεύς! βασιλιάς#(βασιλέας,!βασιλιός)#
# basileús# vasiˈlefs# vasiˈʎas#(vasiˈleas,#vasiˈʎos)#






# egráphonto# eˈɣrafondo# ˈɣrafondan,#ɣraˈfondane,#ɣraˈfondusan#
# # # #
‘fish’# ἰχθύς! ἰχθύς,!ὀψάριον! ψάρι!
# ikhthýs# iˈxθis,#oˈpsarion# ˈpsari#
Table#1.#The#words#‘king’,#‘write’#and#‘fish’#in#Ancient#and#Modern#Greek#
#
Therefore,# if# one# really#wished# to# investigate# the# lexical# history# of# Greek,# one#
simply#had#to#turn#to#the#dialects#and#to#the#“language#of#the#simple#people”,#which#
reflected#linguistic#history#more#directly#and#faithfully.#But#even#after#the#resolution#of#
the# Greek# “language# question”,# within# the# 20th# century,# in# favour# of# the# so0called#
                                                                                                                                          
gradually#being#recognized.#On#this#topic#see#Kühn#&#Puschel#(1983),#Durkin#(2009)#and#the#discussion#in#
Manolessou#(2012b:#30035). 
6#On#the#phenomenon#of#diglossia# in#Greek#and#the#two#varieties# (usually# termed#“katharevousa”,# the#








“demotic”# language,# it# remains# impossible# to# do# serious# diachronic# work# on# Greek#
without#reliance#on#dialectal#data.#The#centuries0long#diglossia#means#that:#
1)#Written# sources# consciously# avoid# the# recording# of# “vernacular”# forms# and#
instead#give#archaic#variants#which#hide#linguistic#evolution.#This#hinders#the#dating#of#
changes,#as#well#as#the# investigation#of#their#gradual#spread.# It# is# frequently#the#case#
that#written#evidence#exists#only#for#the#initial,#original#form#in#Ancient#Greek,#and#the#
final# outcome# in# MG,# whereas# the# intermediate# steps# or# stages,# which# must# have#
existed# in# Medieval# or# Early# Modern# times# are# unattested,# and# recoverable# only#
through# the# oral# evidence# of# conservative# dialects# which# preserve# medieval#
characteristics.7#Conversely,# many# words# and# phenomena# well# attested# in# Medieval#
texts# are# absent# from# Standard#MG# but# regular# in#most# or# all# modern# dialects.# For#
example,# the#active#perfect# tense# is#expressed# in#Standard#MG# through# the#auxiliary#
‘have’# +# infinitive# (1a).# Τhis# formation# is# very# sporadically# attested# in# late# medieval#




1a.## έχω!γράψει## [ˈexo## ˈɣrapsi]## ‘I#have#written’#
####### ###### # have.1.sg#write.infin.##
#
#1b.# έχω!!γραμμένο#[ˈexo#######ɣraˈmeno]## Ἱ#have#written’#
## # # ###have.1.sg.#write.perf.pass.ptcpl.n.acc.sg.#
#
2)# Phonetic# changes# usually# apply# irregularly# and# sporadically# in# Standard#
Modern#Greek,#but#with#the#expected#exceptionless#(“lautgesetzlich”)#regularity#in#the#
dialects.# Therefore,# the# historical# phonology# and# morphology# of# MG# are# better#
investigated#through#dialectal#evidence.#A#characteristic#example#is#the#/l/#>#/r/#change#
in# Medieval# and# Modern# Greek.9#Since# the# Hellenistic# period,# Greek# phonotactics#
                                                










include# a# constraint#which# disallows# clusters# of# lateral# /l/# +# obstruent,# changing# the#
lateral# /l/# to# /r/,#a#phenomenon#known# in# the# literature#as# “liquid# interchange”.#The#
change#appears#in#a#very#low#number#of#lexical#items#in#Standard#Modern#Greek#(2a),#
most#of#them#retaining#the#“original”#form#(2b)#and#thus#this#phonetic#change#should#
be# characterized# as# “sporadic”,# as# far# as# Standard# Modern# Greek# is# concerned.#














3)# The#Modern#Greek# vocabulary# contains# a# very# high# number# of# etymological#
doublets,# i.e.# pairs# of# words# with# the# same# etymon,# one# of# which# has# undergone#
regular#change#while#the#other#has#remained#relatively#unchanged.#In#examples#(4)#and#
(5),# the#words# in# question# have# two# forms# in# Standard#MG:# one# has# undergone# the#
phenomenon#of#synizesis# (semivocalisation#of# [i]#when#followed#by#a#vowel)#and#one#
has# not,# the# ‘older’# form# retaining# an# original# meaning# and# the# innovative# form#


















or# re0acquisitions# that# have# entered# the# language# from# the# archaic,# learned# register#
during# the# 19th# and# early# 20th# centuries.# These# lexical# items# are# the# results# of# a#
conscious# ‘purification’# of# the# language# (hence# the# term# ‘puristic’)# which# came# to#
replace# very# common# vernacular# vocabulary# of# foreign# origin# (mainly# Italian# and#
Turkish).# This# vocabulary# largely# survives# in# the# dialects# but# not# in# the# standard.# In#
example# (6),# the# original# names# of# professions# are# of# Italian# and# Turkish# origin#










retentions# at# all# levels# of# lexical# analysis# (phonology,#morphology,# semantics),#which#
differ# from# the# “archaicity”# of# the# Standard# language:# they# are# the# result# of# direct#
uninterrupted# transmission,# generation# to# generation,# through# the# spoken# language;#
on# the# contrary,# the# archaic# and# conservative# lexical# features# of# Standard# MG# are#
mostly#the#result#of#its#diglossic#history,#i.e.#they#are#“learned”#internal#loans#from#the#
purist# language#or#directly# from#Ancient#Greek.#For# this# reason,# the# term#“archaism”#
has# a# special# meaning# in# Modern# Greek# dialectology,# which# is# different# from# that#
attributed#to#it#in#usual#linguistic#practice.##
Linguistics# dictionaries 10 #define# archaism# as# an# obsolete# feature# surviving#
marginally# in# the# standard# language# (in# poetry,# nursery# rhymes,# place0names# etc.),#









obsolescence,# antiquity,# or# elevation.# In# Modern# Greek# dialectology,# archaisms# are#
normal# every0day# features# of# dialectal# language,# which# present# conservative#
characteristics# absent# from# Standard#Modern# Greek,# and# which# are# not# due# to# the#
influence#of#the#written,#learned#tradition#and#the#purist#language#(cf.#the#classic#work#
by# N.# Andriotis# (1974),# Lexikon! der! Archaismen! in! neugriechischen! Dialekten).# Such#
dialectal# archaisms#were# accorded# special# importance# in#past# decades,# as# they#were#
considered# incontestable# proofs# of# the# historical# continuity# of# Greek# and# the# strong#
connections# of# the# modern# language# to# its# ancestor# form,# Ancient# Greek,# with# its#
unsurpassed#international#cultural#prestige.#Dialectal#archaisms#are#still#important#both#
in#Modern#Greek#linguistic#history#(as#they#aid#dialectal#classification#and#the#tracing#of#
phonetic,# morphological# and# semantic# isoglosses# and# shed# light# on# the# causes#
inhibiting#language#change)#and#in#Ancient#Greek#linguistic#and#literary#studies,#as#they#
assist# in# the# better# understanding# of# the# Ancient# Greek# vocabulary,# corroborating# a#
dubious#meaning#or#illuminating#unknown#words.##
As#already#mentioned,#dialectal#archaisms#may#be#further#subdivided#in#phonetic#










The# AG# (Attic)# phoneme# /ε:/# evolved# in# Koine# times# to# /i/,# and# this# outcome#























its# original# sense# has# been# lost,# in# the# dialects# the# original# meaning# is# retained# in#














                                                







######As# a# further# linguistic# argument# concerning# the# inclusion# of# dialectal# data# in# the#
ILNE,# it# should#be#considered# that# the# time0span#covered#by# the#dictionary# starts,#as#
already# mentioned,# from# the# beginning# of# the# 19th# century,# i.e.# from# 1800.# A#
considerable# portion# of# the# vocabulary# which# was# “common# vernacular”# during# the#
19th#century#has,#however,#become#obsolete#in#the#20th,#especially#in#domains#such#as#
agriculture,#industry,#professions,#instruments,#customs#etc.#This#vocabulary#has#been#
retained# in# many# dialects,# where# antiquated# practices# or# customs# still# survive.#
Therefore,# the# study# of#modern# dialectal# vocabulary# is# absolutely# necessary# for# the#
investigation# of# 19th# century# language# and,# more# generally,# 19th# century#
extralinguistic#reality#(objects,#activities,#customs).12#
Two# final,# ideological,# causes# lie# behind# the# inclusion# of# dialectal# data# in# the#
“national”# Greek# dictionary,# in# contrast# to# the# practice# of# its# contemporary# models#
such#as#the#DWB#and#the#OED:#one#of#the#main#socio0cultural#and#ideological#purposes#
served# by# 19th# century# historical# lexicography# was# the# construction# of# a# “national#




or# the# fluctuation# of# meanings# presented# by# the# “dialects”,# to# which# the# standard#







dictionary# at# all# (since,# as# already# demonstrated,# it# was# a# very# poor# basis# for# the#
investigation#of#linguistic#history);#therefore#it#could#not#be#menaced#by#the#inclusion#











of# the# rich# phonetic,# morphological# and# semantic# variety# of# dialectal# forms# existing#
alongside#the#common#(supra0regional)#“demotic”#ones.# It#could#even#be#argued#that#
the# exposition# of# this# wide# variety# of# forms# and# meanings# indirectly# and# covertly#
served# the# purpose# of# proving# that# a# high,# purist# language,# above# and# beyond# the#
unsystematicity# of# the# vernacular,# was# actually# necessary.# Furthermore,# the#
examination#of#the#historical#origin#of#dialectal#forms#posed#no#threat#to#the#proof#of#
the#ultimate#origin#of# “the# language”#and#“the#nation”:#all#dialects#of#Modern#Greek#
have# a# well0traced# common# descent# from# Koine# (Hellenistic)# Greek,# which# in# turns#
derives#from#a#single#ancient#Greek#dialect,#Attic.14###
With#the#resolution#of#the#language#question#in#1976#in#favour#of#the#‘demotic’#














of# its# senses.# However,# recent# technological# advances# have# truly# revolutionized# the#
diachronic# investigation#of#Greek,# and# this# is# something# that#needs# to#be# taken# fully#
advantage# of# in# the# future# volumes# of# the# ILNE.# The# advances# consist# of# a)# recent#
completion#of#major#historical#dictionaries#for#earlier#phases#of#Greek,#both#print#and#
                                                








electronic# b)# development# of# electronic# historical# corpora# for# Greek# and# c)# mass#








and#by# the#LBG# (currently#up# to#Tau).#Most#dictionaries#are#comparatively# recent,#or#
very#recent#achievements#which#were#unavailable#for#the#earlier#volumes#of#the#ILNE.#





century# has# been# added.# Complementing# the# TLG,# two# other# searchable# electronic#




Modern# Greek# have# also# been# developed# and# are# available# online,# SEK#
(www.sek.edu.gr)#and#the#Hellenic#National#Corpus#(HNC#–#hnc.ilsp.gr#).16#
With#the#help#of#these#resources,#it#is#possible#to#trace#the#first#appearance#of#a#
lexical# item#with#great#precision,#as#well#as#with#great#speed#and#minimal#effort.# It# is#
also#much#easier# to# trace# the#history# of# senses,# as# the# lexicographer# has# now#at# his#
fingertips,#with#a#single#click,#not#only#the#dictionary#information#for#the#past#history#of#
word,#but#the#full#range#of#attestations#in#the#original#sources,#which#can#be#examined#
                                                
15#For#an#overview#of#Greek#historical#lexicography#see#Manolessou#(2012),#and#more#details#in#Zgusta#&#
Georgacas#(1990),#Georgacas#&#Georgacas#(1990),#Kramer#(2011)#and#Kazazis#(2003).#








first0hand.#One#might#think#that# the# lexicographer#thus#runs#the#risk# to#drown# in#too#





completion# of# the# ILNE# project.# In# contrast# to# most# if# not# all# European# languages,#
Greek#has#a#very#long,#continuously#attested#history.#There#is#no#clear#limit#for#the#start#
of#“Modern#Greek”;#contrast#the#relative#ease#with#which#one#can#date#the#beginning#
of,# say,# French# or# Italian# as# opposed# to# Latin.# It# is# of# course# impossible,# as# already#
discussed# in# the# introduction,# to# cover# the# whole# history# of# Greek# within# a# single#
dictionary,#and#the#ILNE#cannot#hope#to#achieve#that.#However,#when#tracing#back#the#
history#of#modern#words#and#senses,#one#will# fall#very#short#of# scientific# truth# if#one#
stops#at#some#arbitrarily#set#point.#It#will#also#be#a#pity#to#reject#the#rare#opportunity#to#
observe# lexical# and# semantic# change# for# a# length# of# 3,500# thousand# years.# But# the#
necessity# of# tracing#many# vocabulary# items# so# far# back# in# time# greatly# increases# the#
amount#of#sources#that#have#to#be#examined.#
Turning#now#to#the#third# important#technological#advance#which# is#being#taken#
advantage# of# in# the# new# and# planned# volumes# of# the# ILNE:# this# concerns# the#mass#
digitization,#by#independent#organisations#(libraries,#universities,#private#collectors),#of#
old#and# rare#publications,#which#are#of#great#use# for# the#dating#of# lexical# items.#This#
concerns#not#so#much#the#ancient#and#medieval#period,#which#is#mostly#covered#by#the#
new# electronic# corpora# and# dictionaries# as# discussed# above,# but# rather# the# Early#
Modern#period,#i.e.#the#16th,#17th#18th#and#19th#centuries.#These#centuries#are#not#so#
well# researched#by#modern#scholars#and#they#are#not# included# in#most#of# the#extant#
historical#dictionaries#or#corpora.#Therefore,#the#dating#of#lexical#items#first#appearing#
during# these# centuries# is# extremely# difficult.# The# solution# adopted# by# the# ILNE# is# to#
exploit,# as# far# as# possible,# printed# dictionaries# published# during# these# periods.# Until#
recently,#most# of# these# dictionaries#were# hard# to# locate# and# to# use,# as# they# existed#
only# in#rare#copies# in#various# libraries#around#the#world.# In#the# last#decade,#however#












The# other# important# innovation# of# the# ILNE’s# new# regulations# concerns# the#
phonetic# transcription# of# linguistic# forms.# Up# to# now,# the# ILNE# used# only# the#
conventional# Greek# alphabet# and# orthography,# with# a# number# of# custom0made#
additional#symbols#in#order#to#represent#dialectal#sounds#non0existent#in#the#standard#
language.# This# practice# is# well0established# in# all# European# countries,# as# the#
International# Phonetic# alphabet# does# not# have# a# long# tradition# in# the# field# of#
dialectology# and# dialectal# lexicography.# For# example,# German0language# dictionaries#
prefer#the#Teuthonista#system,#Italian#dialectology#relies#on#the#similar#Böhmer0Ascoli#
system,# while# French# dialectology# often# employs# the# Rousselot0Gillieron# alphabet.18#
Following#this#practice,#the# ILNE#developed,#already#from#its# first#volumes,#a#custom0
made#phonetic#system#based#on#Greek#orthography.#




Of# course,# the#decision# to#adopt# the# IPA# creates#major#methodological# and#practical#
problems,#which#will#be#shortly#reviewed#here.#
Firstly,# the# decision# which# symbol# to# use# requires# information# which# is# not#
available# for#most#Modern#Greek# dialects,# as# dialectal# phonetics# and# phonology# are#
relatively# new# disciplines,# with# few# relevant# publications. 19 #Therefore,# the#
lexicographer# is# called# upon# to# choose# a# symbol# denoting# specific# articulatory#
                                                
17#See#ILNE0MR#(2012)#for#a#list#of#the#relevant#works,#and#Perakis#(1994)#for#further#details.#
18#For# an# overview# of# dialectological# practice# with# respect# to# phonetic# transcription# see#Manolessou,#
Beis#&#Bassea0Bezantakou#(2012),#and#Schiefer#&#Pompino0Marschall#(1996).#








properties,# without# empirical# and# experimental# knowledge# of# the# articulatory# or#
acoustic#properties#of#MG#dialectal#sounds.#
Furthermore,# older# studies# of#MG# dialects# often# employ# an#ad! hoc# symbolism#
which# is# no# longer# comprehensible,# or# describe# phonetic# phenomena# with# non0
standard,# antiquated# or# amateur# terminology.# When# transcribing# a# word,# the# ILNE#








phonological# system# does# not# allow# double# (geminate)# consonants,# a# number# of#
dialects,# namely# the# peripheral# dialect# groups# of# South# Italy# and# of# the# South0East#
(Dodecanese,#Cyprus,#Chios#etc.),#possess#more#complex#phonological# systems#which#
involve#double#(geminate)#consonants,#both#as#a#survival#from#Ancient#Greek#and#as#an#
innovative# evolution.# The# precise# phonetic# realization# of# double# consonants# is#
relatively#easy# to#understand#and# to# represent# in# the# case#of# continuants# (fricatives,#




variation:# duration,# aspiration,# different# place# of# articulation# etc.# These# are#




                                                
20#The#oldest#recordings#of#a#MG#dialect#were#made#by#Paul#Kretschmer#in#1905#(kept#now#in#Vienna).#






















One# could# of# course# decide# to# reject# all# data# not# corroborated# by# modern#
phonetic#research.#But#this#step#would#mean#throwing#out#about#80%#of#the#collected#
material,# which# in# most# cases# is# unique# or# rare# and# hard# to# find,# and# comes# from#
dialects# nowadays# close# to# extinction.# The# dialectal# archive# of# the# ILNE# is# by# far# the#
richest# in# Greece,# containing# material# from# the# beginning# of# the# 19th# century# and#
collected# throughout# the# 19th# and# 20th# centuries# thanks# to# fieldwork# by# ILNE#
researchers# as# well# as# private# individuals# (mostly# schoolteachers)# offering# their#
research# to# the# ILNE# archive.# Furthermore,# even# if# this# material# is# unreliable#
phonetically,#it#still#provides#invaluable#morphological#and#semantic#information#which#
cannot#be#ignored;#it#must#somehow#be#included#in#the#Historical#Dictionary.#
Due# to# the# inclusion#of# such#unreliable#data,# it#has#been#decided# that# the# ILNE#
cannot#do#completely#away#with#its#conventional#orthographic#system.#Thus#all#forms#
are#given#both#in#conventional#orthography,#with#a#few#extra#symbols,#and#in#phonetic#
                                                











transcription.23#The# examples# and# citations# are# only# given# conventionally,# without#
attempting# an# IPA# transcription.# An# additional# reason# for# maintaining# conventional#
orthography# is# to# avoid# making# the# ILNE# utterly# incomprehensible# to# readers.# As# a#
national# Historical# Dictionary,# it# is# not# addressed# only# to# the# linguistic# community,#
which#is#familiar#with#the#IPA,#but#also#to#students,#philologists,#historians,#specialists#
in#folklore#studies#and,#to#a#certain#extent,#to#the#general#public.24#Of#course,#the#ILNE#
is# incomprehensible# to# anyone# without# any# philological# training# at# all# and# without#
some#background#knowledge#of#Greek#linguistic#history.#But#one#would#not#in#any#case#
expect#such#users#to#even#be#aware#of#the#existence#of#the#ILNE.##




















εα# ia# α¨# α̤# α¨# α̤# α¨# æ#
οι,#οε# # ŭ# # i# # i# ɯ#
χ̇# χ# χ̇# χˇ# χ̑# χˇ# σ̑# ʃ#








                                                
23#The# ILNE# endorses# the# view#of# Abercrombie# (1954:# 234),# according# to#whom#dialectal# lexicography#
should#be#reader0friendly#and#include#conventional#orthographic#along#with#phonetic#transcriptions.##











Example# from#Vol.#4b# (1980),# lemma#γέλιο# [ˈʝeʎo]# ‘laughter’:#only#conventional#
orthography#with#a#few#special#symbols#such#as#the#intervening#dash,#the#hyphen,#the#











The# archive# of# the# ILNE# consists# of# roughly# 4# million# card0slips,# which# have#








fieldwork# by# the# researchers# of# the# ILNE,# and# dating# from# the# middle# of# the# 19th#
century# (the# oldest# manuscript# dates# from# 1854).# Print# sources# can# be# divided# in#
primary# material# (collections# of# folktales,# songs,# etc.# from# various# areas,# as# well# as#
standard#MG# texts# such# as# novels,# poetry,# newspapers# etc.)# and# secondary#material#
(linguistic# treatises# concerning# a# dialect# or# a# phenomenon# or# a# lexical# item,#
dictionaries,#etc.).26#Currently,#the#manuscript#archive#is#undergoing#digitisation#which#
will# ensure# preservation# and# ease# of# access.# Major# print# sources# are# also# being#
digitised:# for# example,# the# relevant# section# for# the# letter# which# is# being# currently#
worked# on# at# the# ILNE# (Delta)# has# been# scanned# and# digitised# from#more# than# two#
hundred#dialect#dictionaries#and#glossaries,# so# that#each# lexicographer#has#very#easy#
access# to#most# of# the#material.# A# searchable# database# containing# the# lemmata# and#







The# ILNE# is# a# major# historical# lexicographical# enterprise# aiming# to# conform# to#
international#lexicographical#standards.#The#delays#in#its#completion#are#up#to#a#point#
justifiable# due# to# the# huge# amount# of# data# that# need# to# be# processed.# The#
modernization#efforts#of#the#last#5#years#have#brought#to#the#foreground#a#number#of#
important# methodological# issues# (data# coverage,# inclusion# of# dialectal# data,#
transcription,# dating,# digitization# etc.).# The# argumentation# developed# in# the# present#
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